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Freightliner radio bluetooth disabled

Click Anywhere To Close With driver and public safety in mind and in response to hands-free cell phone laws, Kenworth introduced Bluetooth-equipped radios in its trucks in 2012. Not surprisingly, this has been a popular move with truck drivers who can make calls and keep their attention on the road ahead while also syncing their favorite long-haul
music playlists they have stored on their phones and devices. Pairing a Bluetooth-enabled device is a process that can be completed in a matter of minutes, even for the most tech-challenged of drivers. Keep reading for the important steps to remember when enabling Bluetooth on a Kenworth radio. Enabling Bluetooth on the radio in a Kenworth truck
is a simple and straightforward operation that can be completed within minutes by simply using the radio’s volume knob and “Phone” button to access the radio’s Bluetooth menu and enable the system. Accessing the Bluetooth Menu on the Radio In order to access the Bluetooth menu, your Kenworth radio must first be turned on. Then follow these
easy steps to access the programming options: Locate the phone button (it is in the upper left-hand corner of the radio console and has a phone icon on it)Press and hold this button until the Bluetooth menu appears on the display (this step requires a minimum of 2-3 seconds) Enabling Bluetooth Once the Bluetooth menu has been accessed, enabling
this feature is simply a matter of selecting the right option and activating it: Locate the volume control knob (it is on the right side of the radio console)Turn the knob until the display reads “BT Enable”Push in the volume knob to make this selectionBluetooth has now been enabled on your Kenworth radio(To disable Bluetooth follow the same steps
but select the “BT Disable” option) With Bluetooth now enabled, additional functions can be performed, such as pairing a phone or other device. Enabling Bluetooth on Kenworth Radio with Touchscreen Display As far as factory-installed radios on Kenworth trucks with Bluetooth capability, there are two basic types: Stand-alone radios with small builtin displaysRadios with larger, “smart” (touchscreen) displays The procedures for enabling Bluetooth on radios with smart displays found in later model Kenworths (or trucks with upgraded audio systems) are similar to the aforementioned steps. Pairing Bluetooth Devices with Kenworth Radio Enabling Bluetooth on your Kenworth radio is only the first
step toward hand-free communication and expanded entertainment options while on the road. What follows is pairing your phone and other Bluetooth-compatible devices to your radio. The pairing process is a bit more involved than enabling Bluetooth but can be completed by following these simple steps: On your device, such as Apple or Android
phone, access the Bluetooth options typically found in the settings menuTurn the Kenworth radio onAccess the Bluetooth programming menu on the radio by pushing and holding the phone buttonRotate the knob to cycle through the various menu options until the display reads “Add Phone”Push in the knob to make this selectionAt this time, the radio
and your device will attempt to recognize each other and establish Bluetooth connectivityThe radio display will briefly flash a pin (series of numbers)Your device’s Bluetooth menu will display all Bluetooth devices that have been previously (and successfully) paired while it searches for a new Bluetooth deviceWhen your device locates the Kenworth
radio, it will display the radio’s identification tag (usually its name or model number, for example, “DEA 500”)To complete the pairing, a confirmation message will appear on your device (you will need to confirm or allow the pairing)Additional messages may appear on your device asking whether certain permissions will be allowed (for example,
synching the contacts on your phone, accessing certain types of files or folders like playlists or favorites)When successful, the Kenworth radio will appear among the list of successfully connected Bluetooth devices Up to ten compatible devices can be paired to a Kenworth radio through Bluetooth, allowing multiple drivers to access hands-free calling
and other types of connectivity in a fleet situation, or for a single owner-operator to have a multitude of communications and entertainment options while on a long haul. Conclusion With the number of long hours spent behind the wheel, the advent of wireless technology in the cab has been a much-welcomed feature for long-haulers. Leading the way
is the Bluetooth connectivity found in Kenworth radios which allows for hands-free calling. And drivers probably are not complaining about having their favorite playlists a voice command away either. link to How Long Can You Shower At Truck Stops? Everything You Need To Know. link to Best Laptops For Truck Drivers Jul 5, 2016 #1 So I was
pairing/syncing my Android to the radio, and I got a connection where it showed on my phone. It wouldn't play songs though. So I left it alone, figuring its something I could fix after the weekend. Today I get B/T module error across the radio screen, and phone will not pair. I realize, there is a difference in talk(phone) and media but I don't know how
to access it in the phone or radio. Neither seem to give me the option, and nothing in the radio's instructions about it. Anyone else with this problem? or just have Frieghtliner give me new radio? Every month 400 people find a job with the help of TruckersReport. Jul 5, 2016 #2 I have a 2015 cascadia and no issues with the Bluetooth. However I find it
much easier to just use a 3.5mm cable so my headset stays synced properly to the phone. Does yours have the "Delphi" head unit? If so. Hold the phone button and sync your phone once it's paired you need to push the button "SRC" and find Bluetooth audio on the head unit. Make sure your phones audio is maxed out all the way or its super quiet. Jul
5, 2016 #3 Jul 5, 2016 #4 I didn't state that but I s well have to usually set it back to Bluetooth audio after I shut off the truck. And it takea 30seconda to a minute for the Bluetooth to do its thing once the deck comes on. Which is why I just use a 3.5mm cable to front aux now its instant and no hassle. Jul 5, 2016 #5 I didn't state that but I s well have
to usually set it back to Bluetooth audio after I shut off the truck. And it takea 30seconda to a minute for the Bluetooth to do its thing once the deck comes on. Which is why I just use a 3.5mm cable to front aux now its instant and no hassle. The problem with 3.5mm over bluetooth is I can't use the next track button on my steering wheel via 3.5mm. Jul
6, 2016 #6 I have a 2015 cascadia and no issues with the Bluetooth. However I find it much easier to just use a 3.5mm cable so my headset stays synced properly to the phone. Does yours have the "Delphi" head unit? If so. Hold the phone button and sync your phone once it's paired you need to push the button "SRC" and find Bluetooth audio on the
head unit. Make sure your phones audio is maxed out all the way or its super quiet. Sorry I didn't see a name brand Delphi or any other on the face (and I don't recall what name was on the manual). I pressed the SRC button through USB, AUX, then get to Bluetooth and wait a second then I get module error message. I also pressed the phone button
on the radio, held it 10-30sec everything I could think of short of patting my head while rubbing my belly to get into some sort of pairing sequence, but no luck. At this point I'm out of ideas, so I'll just pass this problem to Penske, and Frieghtliner. Thanks everyone Jul 6, 2016 #7 You turn the battery switch off and wait 5 minutes. It'll come back. It
might take longer, i don't know. Everytime i tried to pair more then one device i would lose the one device i had. Battery switch always fixed me back up. As far as playing songs, I do beleive you actually have to activate it on the radio. The phone may be connected but media isn't till the radio is activated. Meaning it's set to play media. There's a 2
page yellow pamphlet that came with my truck brand new. The instructions are easy but the radio is NOT. FL won't give you a new radio. They'll just say operator error. Learn how it works. I don't work for the company anymore so i don't drive the truck anymore. So my instructions might be a little off as far as connecting. But the battery switch
always fixed my sync dillema, every time i tried to connect more then one device to the radio. Supposedly you could hook 6 different devices using the 6 buttons. But i never had any luck syncing more then one. I also never had any luck ERASING the one i did have working. So i could try a different device. Not that i really needed anyways. Like i said,
the radio is a real PITA and doesn't work accordingly as per the pamphlet. Try the battery switch and see what happens. The only time i used it was when home for the weekend or the one night during the week. So i have no idea on how much time needs to pass for the radio to reset it's bluetooth connection. So if you don't need the batteries for your
10 hour sleeper break. That be a good time to shut the battery switch off. Jul 7, 2016 #8 So today, I throw all my junk in the truck and pre-trip it. And I go to change radio station I see a satellite signal, and Bluetooth mark lit on the display. I think wtf, but needed to get going no time to mess with it. I get a phone call, grab my headset and nothing,
missed the call trying to figure out what the problem is. I pull off, and get my ear piece re-paired, and do my thing for the rest of the night. All I can gather from this is the radio and ear piece can't both be active within range of the phone at the same time. So this bugged me all night, and once the load was complete I had to play with it. What I found
was my Android wasn't a very smart phone, it paired but with phone and media disabled, as if the radio/hands free phone, was some other gadget that needed neither. I turned on media, and left the talk off... didn't work so well, media worked fine. But phone call came through the speakers, and I had no way to respond. And I still have not ruled out
the radio as bad, since it did have an error message. For anyone looking at this thread for help... Take Idaho's advice and use the aux cable, and snowwy's... this radio is a PITA. Good luck! Jul 7, 2016 #9 So today, I throw all my junk in the truck and pre-trip it. And I go to change radio station I see a satellite signal, and Bluetooth mark lit on the
display. I think wtf, but needed to get going no time to mess with it. I get a phone call, grab my headset and nothing, missed the call trying to figure out what the problem is. I pull off, and get my ear piece re-paired, and do my thing for the rest of the night. All I can gather from this is the radio and ear piece can't both be active within range of the
phone at the same time. So this bugged me all night, and once the load was complete I had to play with it. What I found was my Android wasn't a very smart phone, it paired but with phone and media disabled, as if the radio/hands free phone, was some other gadget that needed neither. I turned on media, and left the talk off... didn't work so well,
media worked fine. But phone call came through the speakers, and I had no way to respond. And I still have not ruled out the radio as bad, since it did have an error message. For anyone looking at this thread for help... Take Idaho's advice and use the aux cable, and snowwy's... this radio is a PITA. Good luck! So are you trying to use your headset as
your hands free device and the radio as a media device? Sounds like you need to pair both. Set the headset with talk on media off and stereo to talk off media on. Sorry I'm taking some guesses here since I don't use android myself. Jul 8, 2016 #10
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